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Abst rac t - -The  accuracy of splitting method is investigated in an abstrm=t Cauchy problem and 
is shown to be first order in time for general evolutionary equations except for a special case. A 
general formula for the leading term is obtained. It is also shown as an immediate consequence of
the formula that the accuracy is improved from first order to second order by a simple modification. 
Such a modification was first proposed by Strang [1] for PDEs. Thus, the Strang result is generalized 
in the present paper to the case of arbitrary evolutionary equations. In particular, it is valid for 
practically important cases of integro-differential nonlinear kinetic equations, and therefore, there is 
no need to make additional error estimations in each particular case. (~) 2000 Elsevier Science Ltd. 
All rights reserved. 
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1. INTRODUCTION AND PROBLEM 
The sp l i t t ing a lgor i thm is wide ly  employed in the  numer ica l  analysis  of the  init ia l  va lue prob lem 
of the  form 
Of(~'t) - A[f] + B[f], ~ E R d, t > O, 
Ot (1) 
f (~ ,  0) -- f0(~),  
where  A and B are ( l inear or nonl inear)  operators  act ing f rom a Banach  space F to F ,  f E F ,  
and f0 c F .  For  brevity,  we assume that  the  operators  act on ~ var iables  on ly  (autonomous  
case). The  sp l i t t ing scheme solves approx imate ly  the  prob lem (1) on a smal l  interval  t c [0, At] 
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in the following way. Equation (1) is split into two equations: 
dy 
d--t = A(y), y(O) = fo, 0 < t < At, 
dz 
d--t = B(z),  z(0) = y(At), 0 < t < At, 
(2) 
and the approximate solution of problem (1) is obtained as 
f(., At) ~ z(At). (3) 
For the case where A and B are differential operators, the error of the splitting scheme has been 
investigated by Strang together with the modification for the improvement of accuracy (Strang's 
splitting) [1]. The evolutionary equations of the form (1) are widely studied by physicists, en- 
gineers, and mathematicians, e.g., (linear and nonlinear) Boltzmann equation, Fokker-Planck 
equation, and Vlasov-Poisson equation, which are employed in the analysis of rarefied gas flows, 
neutron transport, and semiconductor device modeling, etc. Many of such equations have opera- 
tors other than differential ones and Strang's discussion is not sufficient for general cases. As for 
the Boltzmann equation, one of the authors (O) discussed the accuracy of the splitting method 
and developed higher-order schemes from the discussion [2]. It is, however, inefficient o discuss 
the accuracy of the method for each equation. Instead of doing this, in the present short note, we 
will consider the abstract Cauchy problem (1) and examine the accuracy of the splitting method 
for general evolutionary equations. As an immediate consequence of the discussion, we will show 
that the accuracy in time is improved from first order to second order by a simple modification. 
This is the generalization of Strang's discussion for PDEs. 
2. ERROR OF SPL ITT ING METHOD 
For brevity, we express the solution of an abstract Cauchy problem 
dY 
dt  = P(Y)' Y[t=0 = ]I0 E F, (4) 
as 
Y(t)  =Stp (]So). (5) 
The splitting method for the case of P = A + B is nothing more than the following approximation 
of the operator SA~_B: 
At  ~AtqAt  
SA- t -B  ~ " 'B  "A  • (6) 
In the following, we first consider the simplest case of linear operators, and then, proceed to the 
general case of nonlinear operators. 
2.1. L inear  Operators  
When A and B are linear operators, then we can write (by definition) P(x) = Px. In this case, 
S~ t = exp(At/5). Then the error of the splitting method is evaluated as follows: 
(7) 
Evolutionary Fquations 
where ] denotes identity. A direct calculation leads to the formula 
where 
47 
(8) 
we have 
Noting 
lim A(x + sh) - A(x) f~(h),  lim B(x + sh) - B(x) ~, 
= = Bx(h) ,  
s-~0 S s--~0 S 
^! ^! 
lim Ax+sh'(h) - fVx(h) ^" [h, h'] lira Bx+sh'(h) - / ) ; (h )  ~" [h, h'] = A~ , = B~ , 
s---~0 S s--~0 S 
a,nd A~ and/3[[ (A~x and b~ also) are continuous with respect o x. 
If P has a continuous econd derivative/5~,, the solution of (4) is expressed as 
At 2 ~, 
Y(At) = Iio + AtP  (Yo) + ---~-P{~oP (Yo) 
(9) 
At 3 fp, ,  
+--6--- "1, Yo [P(Yo) P(Y0)] +/5~o/6~oP(Yo)} +o(Ata) .  
Therefl)re, the solution of (1) is expressed as 
sat  At [A (fo) + A+B (fo) = fo + B (fo)] 
At2 /~}o] (:10) 
+--~'- [-4fo + [A (fo) + B (fo)] + O (At3). 
On the other hand, the solution of (2) is expressed as 
At2 A' A y(At) = S~ t (fo) = fo + AtA  (fo) + -7 -  fo (fo) + 0 (At 3) 
(11) 
At 2 ~, 
z(At) = s~t[y(At)] = y(At) + AtB[y(At)] + --~-By(At)B[y(At)] + 0 (At3) . 
and 
B [fo + AtA  (fo) +'" "] = B (fo) + AtB}oA (fo) + O (At 2) 
f[~" [B(fo) ,B(fo)]  +[Y  t}}oB(fo)} + o(At), ',13) [~(~t)B[y(At)] =/~}o B (fo) + At [ /o /o 
S~ t [S~t (fo)] = f0 + At [A (fo) + B (fo)] 
At 2 (14) 
+ 2/~}oA (fo)] O (At3). +--~- [/)}oB (f0) + A}oA (fo) + 
Hence, we obtain 
{A oB Uo) - B ;A  U0)} + O (A 3) (15  5'~'~-u (So) - SB ~' [SA ~t (fo)] = -~ 
We remark that A'/o = A and/? ' io -  /? if A and B are linear operators. That is, formula (8) 
is obtained from equation (15). 
(12)  
2.2. Genera l  Case 
Let us now consider the general case of nonlinear operators. Then we need to assume that 
both of the operators A and B have continuous econd derivatives. That is, there exist bounded 
linear operators A~ and/~ and bilinear operators .4~ and/?~ such that 
denotes the commutator of the two linear operators. Hence, in the linear case, the simple splitting 
scheme (2) is second-order accurate only in the special case of commuting operators. 
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3. STRANG'S  SPL ITT ING 
We note that the leading error term (15) is antisymmetric with respect to operators A and B. 
This simple observation leads immediately to the "symmetric splitting" formula 
mA+B (f0) = ~B 
which was first proposed by Strang [1] for PDEs. We can show now that this second-order 
accurate formula is valid for any operators A and B which have continuous econd derivatives. 
This is easily seen from 
s~tl2{s~t[sDtl2(fo)J}:s~tl2[s~tl2{s~tl2[s~tl2(fo)]}], (17) 
equation (15), and 
S At ( fo ) -S~At [S~t( fo ) ]  - A t2{f i~oB( fo ) - JC}oA( fo )}+O(At3  ) (18) 
A+B 2 " 
Equation (18) is obtained from equation (15) by changing A to B and vise versa. Similarly, we 
have another Strang's formula: 
SA+B (fo) = ~A 
Finally, we notice a simple analogy between the above splitting formulas and usual quadrature 
formulas for integrals. If u(t) E C2[0, 1], then standard rectangular formulas yield 
fo e 1 u(t) dt = SK(h) + O(h), h = ~ ~ 0, 
where 
N-1TK 
SK(h)  = h K = O, 1. 
n=K 
On the other hand, the simple averaging of the two formulas leads to the trapezoidal rule 
L1 So + $1 u(t) dt = S2(h) + 0 (h2), $2 - ~ ,  
which has the second order of approximation. A similarity of this formula with Strang's plitting 
formulas is quite obvious. It is remarkable that in both cases, one can obtain a higher order of 
approximation almost without changing the computational procedure. 
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